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Abstract 

This article explores how an institutional base

is created by lesbian, bisexual, and queer

women living in the rural Canadian city of

Thunder Bay, Ontario. Issues of access,

exclusion, and use of the local university

queer resource centre as a key site for

community building figure prominently in the

article.

Résumé 

Cet article explore comment une base

institutionnelle est crée par des lesbiennes,

des bisexuelles, et des femmes gays s vivant

dans la ville rurale canadienne de Thunder

Bay, en Ontario. Les questions d’accès,

d’exclusion, et de l’utilisation du centre de

ressources gay de l’université locale comme

site clé pour bâtir la communauté est paraît

de façon proéminente dans cet article.

Small, isolated cities are not usually

known for their inclusiveness or acceptance of

sexual minorities (Korinek 2003; Kramer

1995). Despite this, researchers concerned

with women's sexuality and space have

revealed that lesbian, bisexual and queer1

women who make use of business and

community sites do help to foster a sense of

community (Lockard 1986; Nash 2001; Peake

1993; Valentine 1995). These sites present

opportunities to cement and locate an

identifiable queer women's community by

providing different services, functions and

places to connect and socialize with other

women without fear of harassment (Valentine

1993a; W olfe 1997). W hen these sites are

examined collectively they create an

"institutional base," a term Lockard uses to

describe "the gay-defined (sic) places and

organizations which characterize a community

and provide a number of functions for

community members" (Lockard 1986, 88).

Traditionally, these include women's centres,

women's bookstores and residential enclaves

(Lockard 1986; Nash 2001; Rothenberg

1995). W hile relatively little research has

included university spaces as part of an

institutional base for queer women, in some

cases the university can offer a place for

storing resources and creating social networks

(see Korinek 2003 for an exception). However,

this space is an ambivalent one where

resources and social programming are

available, but with limited access for

non-students. 

In this article, I explore the formation

of an institutional base by lesbian, bisexual,

and queer women living in the rural city of

Thunder Bay, Ontario. From interviews with

twelve queer-identified women, I focus on the

W omen's Centre, W omen's Bookstore, and

Pride Central, a student-run queer resource
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centre located on the Lakehead University

campus. Post-secondary institutions have

rarely been included in the mapping of

spaces used for and by sexual dissidents.

Despite its central role and desire, I argue

that Pride Central is unable to consistently

serve the entire Thunder Bay queer

community due to its location on the

university campus. Yet, both student and

non-student queer women attempt to use the

university campus in conjunction with the

W omen's Centre and W omen's Bookstore to

hold events, provide services and/or

resources, and ultimately maintain a strong

queer women's community. 

Through the development of

space-based research, feminist geographers

and sociologists concerned with sexuality

have identified two clear themes: a) a

distinction between urban and/or rural spaces

and b) an exploration of how space, place

and location are gendered (Adler and

Brenner 1992; Bell and Valentine 1995;

Castells 1983; Forsyth 1997; Little and Panelli

2003; Podmore 2001; Riordon 1996;

Rothenberg 1995; Valentine 1993a, 1993b,

1995, 2000). Much of the research published

prior to the 1990s focused on gay male space

in various urban locations, beginning with

Castells' (1983) work, "City and Culture: The

San Francisco Experience." However, in the

last two decades scholars have actively

explored beyond the Anglo-wes tern

metropolis to rural and non-western contexts

where multiple sexual subjectivities have

been identified (Balachandran 2001; Bell and

Valentine 1995; Phillips, W att and Shuttleton

2000). Additionally, considerable focus has

been placed on the spatial strategies used by

queer women in specific locations to navigate

through a multitude of discourses that

organize the expression and representations

of various power relations, including - but not

limited to - gender, race, class, sexuality, age

and ability in space (McDowell 1999; Nash

2001; Rose 1993; Valentine 1993a & 1995).

Thus, the research presented here adds to

this growing area of scholarship by

considering the university as key site for

lesbian, bisexual and queer women living in a

rural space. 

Overview of the Study: Research Site and

Participants

In November 2004, I ventured to the

city of Thunder Bay, Ontario to meet with

self-identified lesbian, bisexual and queer

women to discuss their use of particular sites

and movement through the city. I chose

Thunder Bay because of its unique

combination of rural and urban characteristics.

Not only is Thunder Bay the largest city in the

Northwestern Ontario region of Canada with a

population of about 109,000 people, but it is

fairly isolated requiring a lengthy drive to reach

any other urban centre (i.e., eight hours west

to W innipeg, Manitoba, or south to Sault Ste.

Marie, Ontario). Thunder Bay was established

in 1970 after the amalgamation of Port Arthur

and Fort W illiam; this "rural city" has since

become a hub for social, health and

government services typically found in urban

centres. As a result, people who live in the

surrounding towns often drive for up to four

hours to Thunder Bay to shop, work and play,

marking it as a major urban centre. Thunder

Bay has also been described as a mill town,

because of its physical landscape, isolated

location, and economic dependence on

natural resources (Dunk and Bartol 2005).

Much of the city's economic stability is derived

from the primary industries of forestry and

mining (Dunk 2003). Secondary industries

such as manufacturing, transportation and

shipping have maintained Thunder Bay's

viability as a gateway to the west (Mauro

1981). The success of these industries has

spurred a growing population and a need for

shops, entertainment and cultural amenities,

which has made Thunder Bay one of the most

urban spaces within the region. 

Similarly, the racial diversity of the

population and the gendered notions

associated with the Northwestern Ontario

region work to complicate how Thunder Bay is

taken up as a rural city. In terms of population

diversity, Thunder Bay is a predominantly

white city, with only 2,640 residents claiming

visible minority status in a total population of

109,000 according to the 2001 Statistics

Canada Census.  However, Thunder Bay has2

a large Aboriginal population of about 7,250

people reported in the same census statistics.
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Although the relative homogeneity of the

population is characteristic of other rural cities

and small towns, Thunder Bay is often

thought to hold m ore em ploym ent

opportunities, better living conditions and

more services compared to smaller towns

and reserves (Janovicek 2007). Thus, dually

positioned as urban within the region, and as

rural within the province, Thunder Bay is aptly

described as a rural city. This creates a

unique combination of cultural and ethnic

diversity within the city, but it also results in a

great deal of racism that has yet to be

resolved (Sullivan 2005). Moreover, the city is

known as a "working man's mill town" (Dunk

2003), which highlights how masculinised

ideals have become associated with this

region. Yet, or perhaps because of it, there is

a long history of feminist organizing that has

led to the development of women centred

organizations, such as Thunder Bay

W omen's Liberation (1969), W omen's Center

and The Northern Woman Journal (1973) and

Northwestern Ontario Decade Council (1976)

(Adamson 1995; Janovicek 2007). As I have

argued elsewhere, this ambiguity creates the

potential for different negotiations as lesbian,

bisexual and queer women attempt to create

and maintain a feeling of community in this

specific city (Sullivan 2005). 

In total, twelve self-identified queer

women participated in a face-to-face

semi-structured interview. The sample was

not meant to be representative, but rather

was used to illuminate commonalities and

differences in the respondents' engagement

with the city as lesbian, bisexual and queer

women. W ithin this small sample, the two

categories that had the greatest variation

within the group were age (five women were

in their 20s, three in their 30s and four in the

over 40 category) and duration of residence

in the city of Thunder Bay. Four women had

lived in Thunder Bay for less than a month to

5 years, four women had lived in the city

between 6 and 15 years, and four others had

lived in the region for more than 25 years.

The sample was predominantly white as

eleven women identified as Canadian with

European heritage and one woman identified

as Ojibwa/Cree. The lack of racialized

diversity resulted from the methods used to

create the sample, and the over-identification

of women who had or were attending

Lakehead University, which included eight of

the 12 women interviewed. In terms of sexual

identifications, seven women wanted to be

identified as "lesbian" and some used specific

terminology such as "country dyke," "bent," or

"women loving" to modify their sexuality. Three

women used "queer" as their main sexual

identification, one woman identified as a

"dyke" and one woman used "bisexual" to

identify her sexuality. Gender ambiguity was

not addressed at the time of the interviews as

it was outside of the scope of this research

project. 

Space, Place and Location: Finding a

Queer Women's Community

Through spatial analysis, I have

uncovered reconciliations with and resistances

to dominant discourses that work to organize

the lives of residents in Thunder Bay. As Rose

(1993) and Massey (1994) have both argued,

space is constructed out of social relations,

which are already imbued with a multiplicity of

power dynamics that act on and through the

subjects contained and constrained by a

specific space. As a result, those who occupy

these spaces are always negotiating gender,

race, class, sexuality, ability and a number of

other social relations. Similarly, Lefebvre

(1991) offers a nuanced understanding of

space, which requires the inclusion of "social"

along with physical and mental spaces to

understand how social dynamics are unified

and shaped together in a dialectical process.

For Lefebvre, physical spaces "are

tied to the relations of production and to the

'order' which those relations impose, and

hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes" and to

how those relations are displayed and

communicated (1991, 33). For example,

Valentine (1993a) provides a description of

how heterosexuality is (re)produced spatially:

....heterosexuality is expressed in the way spaces are

physically and socially organized...The lack of

recognition of alternative sexual identities means that

places and organizations exclude lesbian and gay

lifestyles and so unconsciously reproduce heterosexual
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hegemony...but more insidiously heterosexuality

hegemony is maintained and policed through

homophobia.                      (410, emphasis added)

In this description Valentine utilises the

m ultip le  d im ens ions  through which

heterosexuality is privileged over "alternative

sexual identities." Moreover, Lockard's (1986)

explanation of an institutional base

emphasizes the need to create and locate

queer spaces within the city. She notes that

the mobilization of community members can

only occur when a community, 

...is visible, at least to some degree, to the outside

world.....Bars, women's centres and bookstores provide

places where lesbians can meet and exchange

information...Whatever their function, the existence of

these institutions is tangible evidence of feelings of

identity and unity of a community. 

         (Lockard 1986, 88, emphasis added) 

  

Here, "women-centred" spaces provide a site

where heteronormativity can be disrupted and

an alternative sexuality can be expressed and

celebrated. W ithout these public places, only

private homes would be available (Kramer

1995). 

Accordingly, the public sites, which

make up the institutional base, can be

considered sites of resistance. W hile

resistance is an often-contested term, for the

purposes of this article I am drawing upon

Foucault's theorization of resistance. In the

History of Sexuality, he states "where there is

power, there is resistance, and yet, or rather

consequently, this resistance is never in a

position of exteriority in relation to power"

(1978, 95). Much of this project is about

examining how certain power relations in

specific places are privileged, while others

are denied, but cannot be forced outside of a

central and tacit set of norms (Lefebvre

1991). More specifically, without a central

gay/queer business district, typically found in

urban centres, it is difficult to challenge the

heterosexual hegemony maintained within

the city. Despite this absence, some places

are used as sites of resistance, such as the

W omen's Centre and W omen's Bookstore,

which provide an opening of social space,

pushing up against the dominant discourses

that organize the expression of sexuality to

make room for subordinate and marginal

sexualities. Thus, sites of resistance create

the opportunity to explore non-normative

sexualities; these lived spaces can help create

an institutional base that encourages a sense

of community for sexual dissidents. 

The Rural City and Relations of Gender:

Mill Town Men and Pioneering Women

The complex identity of Thunder Bay,

Ontario as a rural city is an important part of

how queer women use and understand the

space(s) of the city. Many of the women

interviewed often described the city as rural

because of its isolated location, its privileging

of masculinity and seemingly conservative

disposition. These characteristics mark the

city as rural despite many of the urban

amenities described above. For example, J.J.,

who was interviewed for this project,

comments on the gendered nature of the city,

"...a pulp/mill town ...and men sort of ruled the

place; you know lumberjack guys or whatever

you want to call them" (J.J., Ojibway/Cree,

W oman Loving, 40+ yrs. old). Maddie adds, "I

mean there is a macho element to this town,

which I don't have to deal with; I don't really

have to see it that often" (Maddie,

Canadian/French/Italian, Lesbian, 40+ yrs.

old). Similarly, Jane describes the city as, "...a

very outdoor oriented culture...[laughter].

There's still a real frontier's mentality here, I

find people sort of think of themselves as

rough and tough" (Jane, Caucasian, Country

Dyke, 40+ yrs. old). 

A ll the  wom en  in terv iew ed

acknowledge the dominance of masculine

discourses that are tied to the isolated and

industrial nature of the city. Yet, as Maddie

suggests, she does not necessarily have to

deal with the macho element of the city, since

she is likely to organize her social network

differently to include mostly women. 

In addition to the macho element of

the city, Jane explains that there is, "...lots of

racism here, a fair bit of homophobia, not a

very diverse place, it's very white not too many

ethnic minorities...um...at least not people of
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colour" (Jane, Caucasian, Country Dyke, 40+

yrs. old). 

Many of the women expressed

similar sentiments about the amount of

racism and a lack of ethnic and/or cultural

diversity, but when compared to other small

towns, Jackie saw Thunder Bay as having

possibilities. She explains:

Well, it's definitely a Northern City. I think that actually,

it's a lot more culturally diverse than people give it

credit. I've lived in a Northern City before, I lived in [a

smaller town in Northeastern Ontario], and I can

differentiate between the two...So in a way, yes it

[Thunder Bay] is culturally diverse, but you have to be

willing to look for it. 

         (Jackie, Canadian/White, Lesbian, 20+ yrs. old)

 

Although these women do not account for the

large Aboriginal population as part of what a

diverse city might look like, Jackie's comment

does suggest that there are more

opportunities in Thunder Bay than elsewhere

in the region. 

Together, all three women expressed

awareness of which ideals were privileged in

their perceptions of Thunder Bay. Adamson

(1995), Heald (1990) and Janovicek (2007)

illustrate how gender, race and class are

embedded in the dynamics of this city and

how hard feminists, aboriginal activists and

"women libbers" have had to work, separately

and together, to establish services and

centres that will serve a variety of

marginalized communities. Indeed, the

consistent use of the raced, classed and

gendered aspects used by the informants to

describe the city demonstrates "a continual

appropriation and re-affirmation of the world

as s tructured according to existing

socio-spatial arrangements" (Shields 1991,

52). In fact, I argue that the different

positioning of queer women allows them to

draw on different spatial practices to

negotiate their movement through the city

(Sullivan 2005). As a result, queer women

work to bend, push and resist the dominant

discourses used to (re)present Thunder Bay

through socio-spatial strategies. Often, this

involves socializing in women-only groups,

including both recreational activities, such as

sports teams and friendship groups. Thus,

lesbian, bisexual and queer women may not

provide a permanent break in the dominant

discourses that form this understanding of the

city; instead they are able to interrupt these

discourses, momentarily, and construct

"in-between"/lived spaces (Lefebvre 1991).

Doubling up in the Rural City:

Women-Centred Space and Queer Sites

Sites that are often identified as

welcoming for lesbian, bisexual and queer

women include the W omen's Centre and the

W omen's Bookstore. W hile both of these

spaces are not necessarily queer-identified, I

agree with Lockard (1986) and Valentine

(1993a) that these types of sites do provide

lesbian, bisexual and queer women alternative

places to gather resources and connect with

other women. Established in 1973, the

W omen's Centre relies on a combination of

donations and government funding; to this

day, it remains a resource, referral and

advocacy centre, addressing issues that affect

a broad spectrum of women in Thunder Bay,

including issues of family law, safety, and

economic stability (W omen's Center 2001).

Conversely, the W omen's Bookstore provides

a common space to discover and purchase

lesbian, bisexual and queer resources. This

bookstore imports queer-women-friendly

books and magazines, hosts reading groups,

and has a notice board where event details

are often listed. Despite the two very distinct

functions these sites serve, the women

interviewed identified these spaces as

welcoming.

In our interview, Maddie described

how the W omen's Centre became an

important site when she first moved to

Thunder Bay, "W hen I first moved here, um...I

went to the W omen's Centre, and that's how I

found my first place to live here. And I found,

that I was able to tap into at least a segment of

the lesbian community, by making myself

k n o w n  t h e r e "  ( M a d d i e ,

Canadian/French/Italian, Lesbian, 40+ yrs.

old).

Here, the W omen's Centre serves a

purpose beyond its referral and advocacy

functions by serving as a point of entry into the
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queer women's community. This use of

space acts as an "in between" space and a

foundation of the queer women's institutional

base. As Lockard explains "...in a community,

the institutions are open to all, and new

members can locate them through a variety

of means. The lesbian who is newly out or

new in town can contact the local women's

centre or bookstore" (1986, 89). Additionally,

Va len tine  argu es  tha t "m any gay

women...avoid publicly expressing their

sexuality in environments where they

perceived they will encounter...hostility"

(1993b, 410). In Thunder Bay, the W omen's

Centre and the W omen's Bookstore serve as

points of entry for the queer women's

community because they service a wider

community of women. In fact, I argue that

knowing these spaces exist, under the sign of

women, momentarily opens these spaces for

a lesbian-, bisexual- and queer-identified

audience because the emphasis on gender

helps to deflect or diminish attention away

from a dissident sexuality. The ambivalence

of these spaces for queer women is part of

their usefulness because they can serve as

sites of resistance on the inside and as more

general service sites on the outside.

However, it is important to also investigate

the non-traditional sites that have been taken

up by queer women; in this case Lakehead

University and Pride Central. 

The University: Queer Sites on Campus

Centra lly located , Lakehead

University was established in 1965 and

serves as a space for community events due

to its large rooms and extensive amenities. It

is also home to Pride Central, which was

organized in 1995 by a fourth year female

student looking to create a space for queer

students to hang out. To date, it is the only

queer resource centre in the entire city of

Thunder Bay. Funded through the Lakehead

University Student Union (LUSU), Pride

Central is run by a student coordinator and a

resourceful group of volunteers. It works in

conjunction with the Gender Issues Centre

(GIC), a non-exclusive women's centre also

located on the campus, and funded, staffed

and coordinated by LUSU. One of the main

features of Pride Central is that it "offer[s]

support to students or members of the faculty

on campus at Lakehead University, and

to…the wider community of Thunder Bay"

(Pride Central Home Page 2006).  3

Both Pride Central and the University

were identified as spaces where queer women

felt able to express their sexuality. Here

J.J.B.'s description of Pride Central was

echoed across many of the interviews. She

states: "Obviously, Pride Central [is] a huge

connecting source, not just for students, but

for external community as well. Trying to like,

be that hub for a lot of people and I think it

does that very well. But, it still obviously caters

to the student population" (J.J.B., W hite,

Lesbian, 30+ yrs. old).

The obviousness and openness of

Pride Central as an important site for queer

women underlines the necessity and visibility

of this resource centre for creating a queer

women's community in Thunder Bay. As the

only resource centre that caters to the

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Two-Spirit,

Intersex and Queer (LGBTTIQ) community of

Thunder Bay (Ivany 2007), Pride Central

provides resources and opportunities that

might not exist otherwise. Moreover, the

location of the centre on the university campus

provides important opportunities, such as: a)

a physical space for an LGBTTIQ resource

centre, b) the funding necessary to coordinate

social and educational initiatives, and c) the

institutionalization of a community that is

organized through sexuality. 

Also, the university campus is, for the

most part, observed as a site where queer

women might feel more open about their

sexuality. As J.J. discloses, "The only place

that I would feel safe,...to have my girlfriend

hold my hand or hold my paw, that's what I call

it, my paw, [is] in a place like the women's

centre, woman's bookstore or at the university

cafeteria, or at the university pub" (J.J.,

Ojibway/Cree, W oman Loving, 40+ yrs. old).

Here, J.J. identifies other spaces on

the university campus where she felt safe to

express her desire for other women. In fact,

many women described a perception of safety

that extended beyond the physical space of

Pride Central to include much of the campus.
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In some cases, the university is actively

constructed as a haven from the dangers of

the outside world (Quinn 2003). As a result,

this site has been used by a number of

feminist organizations in conjunction with

groups on campus to hold various events,

including the Take Back the Night Rally,

December 6th Memorial and International

W omen's Day festivities. As a result, the

university campus is (re)produced through a

set of codes that imagine it as a more open

space for sexual dissidents (Lefebvre 1991)

and a site of resistance (Foucault 1978) for

lesbian, bisexual and queer women when

compared to the rest of Thunder Bay. Despite

this openness there are issues of access that

dissuade women from utilizing this resource

centre. 

Issues of Access: The Creation of

Barriers Through Location

Although the university appears to

provide an alternative space, some feminists

have argued that the university is a privileged

site (Mackinnon, Elgquist-Saltzman and

Prentice 1998; Quinn 2003; Richer and W eir

1995). W ithin the W estern context, these

spaces are permeated with gendered,

classed and racialized power dynamics

(Massey 1994; Rose 1993). In turn, these

dynamics have shaped how the university is

conceived and perceived as an institution, but

like other institutions the university is an

ever-changing space. For example Quinn

argues, "we can no longer think of the

university as a male space, but need to

explore it as a place of women that is still

imbued with masculinist notions" (2003, 450).

These "masculinist notions" have been

reinforced through a history of mainly white,

privileged men using and shaping this space

as they sought admission into the university

with the goals of learning and accreditation.

More recently, the inclusion of marginal

students and faculty has required a change in

attitude and re-examination of who belongs in

the univers ity and who does  not

(W estmoreland-Traoré 1999). In fact, the

creation and maintenance of equity policies

(Richer and W eir 1995) have made places

like Pride Central possible, even in Thunder

Bay.

Although there has been considerable

progress in the inclusion of marginal students

and faculty, significant barriers still exist and

work to exclude those who are unable to

achieve sufficient educational proficiency and

financial backing to meet the requirements for

admission to post-secondary education. The

University is a highly regulated institution that

requires the completion of secondary

educational requirements and the necessary

financial support to pay admission fees,

tuition, books, transportation and living costs.

In other research, women including women of

colour, Aboriginal and working class women

have expressed not feel worthy of attending a

post-secondary institution, because they do

not want to be "found out" as not "smart

enough" or as "trespassers" (hooks 1994).

The privileging of the university campus as a

space of higher learning prohibits access to

this space, especially in the case of Pride

Central. This awareness is expressed by Pearl

as she explains the role of this institution for

the queer community in Thunder Bay. 

To me, the University pretty much has the only official

role in the gay community because it has the only official

centre for gay people in this community and that's

tragically unfair to people who aren't involved in the

University....You have to be privileged to be here, and

it's a case of privileged people within the gay community

who are most privileged, yet again benefiting from even

more privilege, by having access, ready access to the

only gay centre, gay-oriented centre in the city. 

                 (Pearl, White, Queer/Lesbian, 20+yrs. old) 

Pearl's apt description of this inequitable

arrangement is significant in understanding

how the university might be inaccessible for

lesbian, bisexual or queer women who live

and work outside the university's gates. In

fact, some women might avoid some of the

events organized by Pride Central because

they are a) located on campus, b) thought to

be only open to students, staff and faculty,

despite its claim to serve the wider community

and c) not adaptable to the needs of working

women, mothers, or those with other family

responsibilities. 
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Moreover, the women interviewed

who were not students at the time expressed

difficulty in accessing Pride Central, including

information about Pride Central and events

outside of the Lakehead campus. One

woman, H.G., explained her impression of

Pride Central as a non-student: 

...Pride Central, which is LU [Lakehead University]

focused but it doesn't - they welcome people from the

community. But if they're doing something, word of

mouth doesn't reach the community...I think more

people would become involved, as word of mouth sort

of passed on and if it was sustained or whatever...but

then um, like it doesn't seem to go outside that box.

                               (H.G., White, Dyke, 30+ yrs. old)

The communication barrier that H.G.

describes illustrates both a physical and

social barrier between the campus and the

rest of the queer women's community. The

fact that information is passed through word

of mouth instead of more formal and public

modes of communication further defines this

barrier. 

Secondly, Joey explains how she

related to the resource centre on campus as

a non-student: "I would assume that

everything through the Gender Issues Centre

(GIC) at Lakehead University brings together

quite a few people... But, I'm not a student

there, so I don't really...you know...I'm just

checking it out on my own" (Joey,

Canadian/Ukrainian, Bisexual, 20+ yrs. old).

Despite her recent student status,

Joey expresses hesitation about accessing

the Lakehead campus in search of

queer-friendly resources. Although Joey

knows about and expresses an interest in

both the GIC and Pride Central resources

and events, she found it difficult to seek out

these resources. Thus, both women articulate

difficulty accessing Pride Central and other

resources because they are located on the

Lakehead University campus. To this end,

both women need to find resources and

social connections to the queer women's

community on their own. This must seem

doubly impossible for women who have never

been students and may regard the university

campus as an unwelcoming place. Although

there are multiple factors that make the

university campus seem inaccessible to many

women, Pride Central remains the only queer

resource centre in Thunder Bay.

W hile issues of access plague Pride

Central and its ability to meet the needs of the

entire queer women's community, this shortfall

makes room for both the W omen's Bookstore

and W omen's Centre to continue to act as

sites of resistance. In fact, all three sites lead

to a more stable institutional base than relying

on one site alone to provide all the services

and resources for the queer women's

community. As I have argued, Pride Central

has maintained an active role in the queer

women's community because it is located on

a more liberal, urban university campus, which

provides a contrast to the broader

characterization of Thunder Bay as a rural,

white, working class, mill town. 

Conclusion

Throughout this article, I have

demonstrated how the W omen's Centre,

W omen's Bookstore, and Pride Central work

to create an institutional base for the queer

women's community in Thunder Bay, Ontario.

W hile the W omen's Centre and W omen's

Bookstore offer different opportunities for

non-student women than Pride Central and its

largely student focus, they all provide

important entry points into the queer women's

community (Lockard 1985). Moreover, the fact

that these spaces have endured within this

rural city demonstrates a need for these

women-centred and queer spaces.

Indeed, as researchers continue to

explore issues of sexuality and space, we

need to consider the impact of University

spaces on lesbian, bisexual and queer

women's communities. Here, the inclusion of

Pride Central as a key part of the institutional

base emphasizes the uniqueness of Thunder

Bay and the women who reside there. Yet, this

largely unexplored site is complex and

identified in unconventional ways by feminists

and queer women. The extension of the

university campus as a site of resistance is an

important contribution to space and sexuality

research, but the barriers to this space need

to be examined further. Overall, the
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combination of the W omen's Centre,

W omen's Bookstore, and Pride Central as

key sites helps to foster a sense of

community, one that enables lesbian,

bisexual, and queer women to live, work and

play in this remote city nestled on the shores

of Lake Superior.
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Endnotes

1. I use the term "queer" to account for the

fluidity and inconsistencies found in identity

categories, especially when shaped to fit rural

spaces (Bell and Valentine 1995b; Kramer

1995).

2. This information can be found in the 2001

c o m m u n i t y  p r o f i l e s  a t :

www12.statcan.ca/english/Profil01/CP01/De

tails/Page. 

3. From 2006 to 2008, LUSU failed to

maintain the Pride Central website. The most

recent website http://pride.lusu.ca/ (accessed

March 4, 2009), no longer displays the

centre's mandate. 
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